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rhe Torpedo-boat Adder Undt-r W..>

WILLIAMLAIRD CLOWES, in a prize
essay on torpedo-boats published in
the "United States Naval Institute

Proceeding 5
"

(1802) states the following: "The
designed purpose and the legitimate duty of
the torpedo-boat is 'to strike like a bolt from
the blue' in the most unexpected quarters,
always to be in perfect readiness for a few
hours of rough, hard work, under extreme
pressure.*"

All torpedo vessels should have great speed
and maneuvering power. In attempting to se-
cure this in the past, experience indicated that
even-thing was made too light. Neither hulls
boilers nor engines were made sufficiently strong
to withstand adverse conditions jj{ service and
sea. They always were meeting with accidents
which required their being put up for repairs
so frequently that they were not fully available
for service except for a limited length of tim?.

This is shown in an extract from a report on British
naval maneuvers: In the British naval maneuvers of
ISBS twenty-five torpedo-boats took part. That part
of the report which concerns these boats states that
about half of these became disabled <>n the passage
frmn their home ports to the scenes of the operations.
A great action was planned in which these boats were
to have a prominent part in the attack. The report

of the attack says that these torpedo-baats seemed
to be uncontrollable; many collisions occurred, machin-
ery mishaps, and breakdowns of disabling nature were
more than frequent, and when the order for the attack
was given few of the twenty-five boats could take
part. The judges reported their opinion of these
torpedo- boats to in- that in their condition and as
they were handled the torpedo-l>oats could not have
succeeded in any attack.

Two torpedo destroyers wen built recently with
the Parson turbines as propellors. They attained a
speed of about fort)' miles. Both were lost in rough
weather, owing, chiefly, it is thought, to the hulls being
too light for the powerful engines carried. These
last indicated ten thousand horse-power on a vessel of
three hundred seventy tons' displacement. The system
has the advantage of this great power ix-ing distribut-
ed to a greater number of shafts and propellors

These "Microbes of the Sea." as a French author
happily calls them, require great power to attain the
high speeds which are sought As it is desirable to
liave the weights of the engines and boilers as small as
possible, ithas been found that they were made too slight
The British recently launched the Erne, a torpedo-
boat destroyer of fivehundre 1 forty tons, requiring seven
thousand horse-power to secure a speed of twenty-five
and one-half knots. French torpedo-boat destroyers
of three hundred three tons make twenty-eight knots
with six thousand horse-
;H>wer.

For higher speed, these little
vessels require a greater horse-
power than is possessed by
many of the older battle
ships.

Inconsequence of these con-
ditions, there is not much
capacity for carrying fuel, nor
cummodious quarters for the
crews. The slight vessels,

when under .way, are ina state
of high vibration. The crews
are in a condition of tension,
working to their utmost, and
rest is not secured easily.
They are likely to succumb to
these unfavorable conditions.
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